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At Dracula Technologies we have
developed an innovative and
ecological solution called LAYER (Light
As Your Energetic Response).
LAYER is an inkjet printed
photovoltaic module composed of
organic layers. It allows to supply
green energy to connected objects
requiring low power. Dracula
Technologies appears as a pioneer in
the field of energy collection from
ambient or natural light at very low
exposure levels.

Follow us on
Dracula Technologies
@DraculaTech

ORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAICS

LAYER® FOR LIGHT AS YOUR
ENERGETIC RESPONSE

Real customer benefits
without greenwashing

Make the choice to switch to
LAYER® : Make your devices
smart & sustainable

LAYER®
addresses
an
important
environmental issue, such as the use of
batteries, which are currently causing a real
environmental disaster. In a world where
connected objects will number 75 billion by
2025, we offer a sustainable alternative to
polluting batteries.

100% RECYCLABLE

LAYER® is very easy to
integrate.
We can easily adapt our
module to your technology.

AFFORDABLE TECHNOLOGY
THAT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY
LAYER®
replaces the batteries in your
connected products for a long period of time,
so you won't need to change the batteries
regularly, reducing your maintenance costs by
up to 80%. Our technology will save you time
and money.

LAYER®'s features (thin and flexible) make our
modules very easy to integrate. Our technology is
adaptable to all your IoT : thermostat, temperature
logger, humidity sensor, motion sensor, pressure
sensor... to make your technology smarter.
We can print any new shape for our customers. We
have chosen to let your imagination run wild by
letting you decide the design of your device!

Finally, our solution offers an E-ROI (ecological
return on investment) of only 3.5 months, a
record time to make your energy investment
profitable!

REDUCE YOUR CARBON
FOOTPRINT
LAYER®'s technology has a better carbon
footprint than other energy sources. The slim
design of our technology allows for a more
ecological design of your appliances by
reducing plastic, further reducing the C02
impact. A serious environmental advantage
and a major competitive factor to build
connected objects.

A SAFE AND EFFICIENT
PRODUCT
Since the beginning of our adventure, we have
been the subject of 77 scientific publications
and we have already filed more than 10
patents. Our product is the result of 10 years of
R&D and our team is composed of 80%
technicians. LAYER®
has been studied for
many years, making it safe to use and efficient.
Our team of professionals can assure you of
energy efficiency for many years to come!

*example of free battery temperature presure & humidity
loger with BLE communication

Indeed, our technology has a lifespan more than
10 years. This is a much longer lifespan than
batteries, which usually last only 2 or 3 years. This
means that LAYER reduces your maintenance
costs considerably!

Our cells are only made of organic materials,
whose recipe is kept secret. Our technology is
therefore 100% recyclable and sustainable.

LAYER® is compatible with a wide range of
communication protocols to sustain multitude
IoT(s)
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*printing of our LAYER® modules

